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1.0 Introduction  

This is a report on the 4th Round table discussion held at Dar es Salaam 

International Conference Center (DICC) at Dar es Salaam on Saturday 6th 

day of August, 2011. The main theme was “Discussion on the Review of 

the Draft Rules of Procedure of the High Court Commercial Division”. The 

discussion aimed to shares ideas with the stakeholders of the Commercial 

Division on the proposed new draft of the Commercial Division Rules and 

invited them to make their contribution and comments. The new 

Commercial Division’s rules aimed at enhancing more access to 

commercial justice by creating a set of rules which is accessible and user 

friendly that meets the needs of the litigation in the age of advanced 

Information Community Technology. This rules also aimed to create a 

convenient mode of determination, assessment and payment of various 

Court fess which will enhance the Commercial Division users to comply 

with simple procedural rules.   

The general structure of this report includes the welcome note, the brief 

objective and purpose of drafting the rules, two presentation, discussion of 

the presentations and vote of thanks and winding up remarks. The 

participants had an opportunity to get tea and lunch facilitated by the 

Round Table Organizers saves Islam who were fasting for Ramadhani.    

2.0 Welcome Note  

The Hon. Registrar (RCC)  of the Commercial Division Mr. J. Kahyoza, take 

an opportunity to welcome Judge in-charge of the Commercial Divison, 

other  Judges of the High Court, the Chairman of the discussion, presenters 

and all participants in the 4th Round table Discussion.  He apologized for 

starting late while waiting other participants who failed to attend in time 

due to different geographical position and the serious problem of traffic 

jam faced Tanzania at the moment. He also takes an opportunity to 

introduce the chairman of the session Dr. Kapinga and Ms. Fatma Karume 

who was his core presenter. Lastly, he takes an opportunity to well come 

the chairperson of the Committee Hon. Justice R.V. Makaramba for brief 

Objectives and purpose of drafting the Rules.  
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3.0 Brief Objectives and Purpose of Drafting the Rules  

Hon. Justice Makaramba started by stating that, the purpose of these new rules is 

to introduce the new procedural rules for the Commercial Division. Previously 

the Commercial Division was applying the Civil Procedure Code rules which are 

cumbersome hence caused delays of cases. After receiving complaints and 

opinion from stakeholder and Court users mainly from the awareness seminar 

conducted at Mwanza and Arusha he decided to make recommendation to Chief 

Justice of Tanzania mainland on the idea of establishing the Commercial Division 

procedural rules which shall be simple and user friendly and capable of reducing 

delays of cases.  The Chief Justice positively accepted the recommendation and 

directed the Task Team for drafting the Commercial Division Rules to be formed. 

The Hon. Justice Makaramba became the supervisor of the Task team. The Task 

Team composed of seven members chaired by Hon. Lady Justice A. Bukuku. The 

Task Team proposed to form the sub-Task Team which had a duty of making a 

zero draft of the proposed rules as per terms of reference reduced by the Task 

team. The Sub-Task Team comprised of four members chaired by Hon. Kahyoza J, 

the registrar of the Commercial Division.  

Hon. Justice Makaramba stated further that, the previously Civil Procedural Rules 

being emanated from adversarial system was very cumbersome and not Court 

user friendly. The Commercial Division users and the Division itself sometimes 

get trouble even to compute case filing fees due to the nature of the rules. 

Therefore these new rules aimed to bring new ways computing filing fees and 

new ways of running proceedings of the cases. The new rules expected to reduce 

adjournment of cases by introducing fees for adjournments, as has been named 

by the participants during discussion that “Pay as you Adjourn”.  This will be in 

addition or apart from the Costs which may be sought and awarded to parties.  

The Hon. Justice Makaramba stated further that, these Rules expect to reduce 

delays of cases by setting time frame on different stages of the cases, for example 

the time has been limited on Examination of witnesses, mediation, pre-trial 

Conference, speed track of cases and  time for delivering judgment and rulings to 

mention but a few. The Rules also aimed at introducing new ways of using ICT. 

Under these rules correspondence between parties and the Court may be made 

by using emails especially on substituted ways of serving summons to the 

Defendant(s).  Further, these Rules intend to vest more powers to judges to 
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control proceedings of the case so as to expedite cases in ensuring justice to 

parties who are mostly businessmen.     

Hon. Justice Makaramba, concluded by saying that, the Task Team is waiting for 

participants’ contributions, opinion and recommendation to finalize the work of 

drafting the said Rules before submitting them to our Hon. Chief Justice.  

4.0 Presentations & Discussions  

The Hon. RCC invited the chairman Dr. Kapinga for chairing the presentation 

and Discussion session.  

4.1 The 1st Presentation  

The chairman invited Madam Fatma Karume Advocate represented TLS for the 1st 

Presentation which focused on “Key areas in the Draft Rules of Procedure”.   

1st Presenter: Madam Fatma Karume  

Madam Karume started to make her presentation by giving thanks to the Hon. 

Judge in-charge of the Commercial Division who is the supervisor of the Task 

Team, and the Hon. Lady Justice Bukuku being a chairperson of the Sub-team for 

a nice and wonderful job of drafting the rules. She also thanks the other Judges 

participated, the chairman of the round table discussion, Dr. Kapinga and all 

other participants.  

Madam Karume started to focus on the main theme of discussion by referring on 

Rule 4 of the new Commercial Division Rules which mainly contained the 

objectives of the Rules.  She said, these Rules intend to achieve the substantive 

justice rather than technicalities. Therefore, these rules are going to change the 

previously procedures employed by the Commercial Division to entertain cases.  

Under the previously procedure, there was only way of instituting a suit in the 

Commercial Division, that is by the way of plaint. The situation now become 

different after these rules introduces another way of instituting the suit, which is 

by the way of originating summons.  This is due to the fact that, not all cases are 

originating from the cause of action, therefore by using originating summons one 

may institute a case without even having or waiting for a pending main suit.   
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The rules also intends to reduce the delay of cases by reducing the time for filing 

the WSD from forty two (42) days to thirty one (31) days. Therefore the second 

21 days which always applied after the extension of time has been reduces from 

21 days to ten days. Not only that but also, such extension of ten days may be 

made even by the Registrar rather than waiting for judge who may be engaged in 

other judicial works.  

The new rules also introduce another procedure of acknowledgment of service of 

summons by the Defendant and substituted way of serving summons and orders 

by way of email.  

Whenever defendant fails to file the WSD, the Plaintiff upon proof of affidavit for 

service may request for default judgment. The execution of the said default 

judgment will be executed after 21 days from the date of publication of the 

decree.  

An application to set aside default judgment should also be made within 21 days 

after the day of publication 

These rules intends to give judges much powers to control cases. The judge has 

been given powers on how control applications and Pre-trial scheduling. 

Pleadings are expected to be completed and closed within 15 days, failure of 

which will render the proceedings to be dismissed or strike out the WSD.  

Under these new rules, evidence in chief is going to be given by a statement in 

chief. Judges are going to control documents to be relied on by parties and its 

admissibility. 

Madam Karume stated further that, the speed track of cases shall be ten months 

but not exceeding twelve months. However, there is possibility of extending the 

speed track of a case on reasonable grounds upon application which shall be 

limited to 30 days before expiration of the normal speed track.   

Most of applications shall be made by using form prescribed in the rules so as to 

avoid complication and unnecessary preliminary objection likely to arise.  

Appearance of parties in the Commercial Division has been taken more seriously. 

According to the current rules non-appearance of the parties may renders the 
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matter to be dismissed on it’s entirely.  She said, parties should make sure they 

appear in their cases rather than dumping their cases to advocates. She advised, 

advocates to instruct their learned friend’s advocates to hold brief for them in 

cases where they required to appear on the other Courts on the same day rather 

than the Commercial Case because under the current rules might loose their 

case.  

Witness Statements  

Madam Karume continued to address the participants that, under these rules, 

witness Statements must be lodged in Court in time otherwise could not be 

considered by the Court 

Adjournments  

Generally adjournment could not be admissible unless under exceptional 

circumstances and upon payment of necessary fees.  

Transcripts 

Any disputes likely to arise on the authenticity of transcripts shall be determined 

by the Registrar of the Commercial Division and the registrar’s decision shall be 

final.  

Submissions. 

Generally any hearing before the Commercial Division shall be made orally 

unless by the leave of the court. Oral submissions, reply and rejoinder thereof 

shall be limited to 20 Minutes each. 

Judgment and Rulings 

Judgments of the Court shall be delivered within 60 days and rulings shall be 

delivered within 30 days. Beyond that, judges shall state and record reasons for 

an adjournment.  

Summary Judgment  

Plaintiff may apply for summary judgment if considers that the defendant has no 

real prospects of defending the claim.  

Powers of Registrar. 
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Powers of Registrar has been extended, under this rules the Registrar may reject 

an affidavit which appear on the face of it to be defective.  

Madam Karume, thanked the audience for listening and that was the end of the 

1st Presentation.  

4.2 The 2nd Presentation  

The chairman takes an opportunity to invite Hon. Kahyoza (RCC) for the 2nd 

Presentation which focused on the “Proposed Draft Fee Rules”.  

2nd Presenter: Hon.J. Kahyoza (RCC) 

Hon, Kahyoza started his presentation by stating that, the main objective of 

drafting these Rules is to meet complains from the stake holders. Stakeholders 

have been complained that, the filing fees were so high and that computation of 

the same was so complex. In the light of such complains, the current drafted 

Rules have reduced the rate of the filing fees from 3% to 2% and which shall not 

exceed the amount of Tshs. 8,000,000/=. The rules are now looks so simple and 

user friendly. Parties will be computing the filing fees themselves without 

requiring any Court assistance.   

These Rules further provides that, for any case which shall be determined on its 

finality within six months or on mediation, the Plaintiff shall be refunded 25% of 

the fees duly paid.   

Any party aggrieved by the computation of the filing fees at the registry office 

shall refer the matter to the Registrar. If aggrieved by the manner of computation 

made by the Registrar may refer the matter to the Judge in charge of the Division.  

These Rules have also introduced fees for filing an arbitral awards both domestic 

and foreign awards.  

Also, there is fee for filing pleadings out of time. This is to ensure that parties are 

going to file their pleadings within time.   

Hon. Kahyoza thanked Participants for their listening and that was the end of the 

2nd presentations.  

The chairman of the session Dr. Kapinga closed the presentations and allowed the 

participants to break for tea and then resumed for discussions.  
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4.2 Discussions  

The second session was resumed on 11:30 am after tea break. The chairman 

invited participants to discuss on both presentations and rules. Participants were 

also invited to contribute, comments and give their opinion on the Rules.  

 

4.2.1 The 1st Discussant: Hon. Justice Dr. Fauz Twaibu 

Hon. Dr. Fauz made his comments that; 

 Rules are silent on appeal 

  There is need of defining who is a mediator.  

 Is there any change which has been made in the Court of Appeal Rules to 

cope with these new rules especially on appeal processes?   

 There is need of cross-reference between Rule 23 and 26 of the procedural 

Rules.  

 There is need of cross-reference between Rule 31 and 36 of the Procedural 

Rules. 

 It is not provided under these rules at which stage issues may be framed.  

 Rule 38(2) starts with word “Except” which appears to change the entire 

meaning of the rule. Therefore he suggests remove it.   

 Rule 46, there is a problem on time frame. This rule does not exactly state 

at which stage of the proceedings the parties may do so either after the trial 

or mediation 

 The saving provision provides nothing on old and pending cases.  

 Under the Court Fees Rules, there is no fee for filing WSD and Appeals 

from subordinate Courts.  
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4.2.2 The 2nd Discussant: Mr. Kalolo Bundala, Advocate  

 Rule 18 of the Procedural Rules, the proviso is ambiguous so confusing. 

 With reference to Rule 24 of the Procedural Rules, the term “Conference” 

or “Pretrial Conference” should be defined so to include applications, 

otherwise such terms shall cause ambiguity. 

 Under item 37 of the Court fees rules, suggested that there shall be a 

uniform payments for every applications filed in the commercial Court. 

 Under item 21 of the Court Fees Rules, suggested that, the payment fees 

could be Tshs. 500,000/= 

 Under item 9 of the Court Fees Rules, if the case adjourned at the instance 

of the Court, the same amount could be reduced from the filing fees or any 

amount payable or to be paid in Court.  

 

4.2.3 The 3rd Discussant: Daniel Welwel, Advocate  

 Under Rule 16(2) of the Procedural Rules, the Plaintiff should also be 

copied with an acknowledgment.  

 Under Rule 17 of the Procedural Rules, suggested that, there should no 

limitation on written submission because some of cases are more complex 

which requires enough elaboration.  

 The term legal document should be defined, otherwise brings confusion. 

 Under Rule 31(1) (a) and 32(1), suggested that the Court could adjourn 

the matter and on the next mediation the party failed to attend may 

establish reasons for non-attendance the mediator may decide whether to 

dismiss the matter or continue with the proceedings. Otherwise, dismissing 

and allowing for restoration will prolong the case hence causing delays. 

Filing fees are still ambiguity. 

 Also suggested that, fees for adjournment of cases and restoration generally 

be of equal amount of  Tshs.100,000/= 
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4.2.4 The 4th Discussant: Hussein from University of Dar es salaam 

 Rule 26 of procedural Rules, suggested that failure to attend mediation, 

mediation should be marked failed rather than dismissing the mediation. 

 Item 39 and 8 of Court fees Rules conflicts. Item 8 could be read without 

prejudice to item 39.  

  Commented on fluency of witness in English. That translation costs should 

be born from the Court otherwise it could be penalizing parties.  

4.2.5 The 5th Discussant: Mr. Rabuga 

 Clarifications should be made on distinguishing between the plaints and 

originating summons.  

4.2.6 The 6th Discussant: Mr. Moris from University of Dar es Salaam   

 Under Rule 2(1) of the Procedural Rules, the lenience must also have 

limitation.   

 Under Rule 9(2) of the Procedural Rules, the use of IT seems to be limited 

on the correspondence between the Defendant and the Court in exclusion 

of the Plaintiff. 

 Under Rule 37 of the Procedural Rules, on the speed track of the case. The 

time to be extended by judge on its discretion should also be limited if we 

real want to expedite cases.   

 The dismissal order under mediation is too harsh.  

 

4.2.7 The 7th Discussant: Mr. Edson Mwayunge, State Attorney 

 Question: Where does an adjournment fee go? To the government or 

parties.  
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 Commented on grounds for adjournment; reasons for attending hearing in 

the Court of Appeal should be considered because the said Court 

sometimes have a tendency of issuing summons on its motion.  

 Rule 16 of the Procedural Rules, the Defendant acknowledgment is not 

necessary.  

 There is no fee for filing an acknowledgment. 

  Under Rule 17 of the Procedural Rules, the Court could not parse limit 

pages of pleadings and legal documents instead could impose penalty fees 

on every extra page.    

 On assignment of cases to judges. There is no need of the Registrar to 

assign the case to the judge or judges who are also absent. 

 Question: on the extension of time, is the registrar mandated to extent time 

for those applications with consent and those without consent.  

 Let an affidavit be used on application for restoration of mediation rather 

than the prescribed form because the form has been limited to the 

information which is best to the knowledge of only the Defendant 

 Extension of the speed track before expiration of the last thirty (30) days 

could be impossible because no one could predict whether the time could 

real expire. Suggested an application for extension of time be made within 

thirty (30) days after expiration of the speed track.    

4.2.8 The 8th Discussant: Mr. O. Kitambi  

 There is no definition of Judge In-charge under these rules. 

 Some of values does not indicate whether are TZs or not 

 Under Rule 17, the phrase “times new roman” should be removed and be 

replaced by any readable font.  

 The phrase Pre-trial sounds more criminal instead we can use pre-hearing.  
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4.3.0 Response from RCC 

 Any reference to the Registrar and/ or to the Judge of the Commercial 

Division for an aggrieved party should be based on filing fees and not on 

the bill of costs.  

 Costs for translations shall remain on parties to the case.   

 

4.4.0 Response from Fatma Karume 

 We shall make it clear on the provision providing  for the stage of framing   

issues  

  Limitation of pages in legal documents shall remain ten pages. 

 There is distinction between fees and costs, so a party adjourning the 

matter may be liable to pay both fees and costs.  

 Acknowledgment of service by the Defendant and an affidavit by the 

Plaintiff for proving service of summons is very important and shall not be 

removed.  

 The term “Trial” can be used in both criminal and civil cases and in any 

case does not have any criminal implications.  

5.0 General Comments and Way Forward  

1. The Task Team shall add a rule on appeals from subordinate Court  

2. The Task Team shall add a rule defining a mediator  

3. There shall be a cross-reference between Rule 23 and 26 of the procedural 

Rules.  

4. There shall be a cross-reference between Rule 31 and 36 of the Procedural 

Rules. 

5. There shall be a rule on framing of issues  

6. Under Rule 38(2), the starting word “Except” distort the meaning of the 

said rule as whole, such word may be removed.   
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7. It is not clearly stated; Rule 46 can be applied after pre-trial Conference or 

after Mediation 

8. The saving provision should also states how old and pending cases are 

going to be affected.  

9.  WSD and Appeals from subordinate Court should also be charged filing 

fees.   

10. Proviso to Rule 18 of the Procedural Rules brings confusion,  should be 

reframed  

11. The term “Conference” or “Pretrial Conference” as used under rule 24 

should be defined so to include applications.  

12. The filing fees for all applications should be the same.  (item 37 of the 

Court fees rules) 

13. Fees payable under item 21 could be Tshs. 500,000/= 

14. Once a case has been adjourned at the Court instance, the adjournment 

fee could be reduced from a filing fee or any amount payable or to be paid 

in Court by the parties.  

15. The phrase “legal document” should be defined 

16. Under Rule 31(1) (a) and 32(1), the Court should adjourn the matter 

rather than dismissing it and on the next day of mediation the party failed 

to attend shall state reasons for non-attendance and thereafter a mediator 

may decide whether to dismiss the matter or continue with the mediation 

proceedings. Otherwise, dismissal and restoration prolong the case.  

17. Fees for adjournment and restoration of cases could be of equal amount 

of  Tshs.100,000/= 

18. Item 39 and 8 of Court fees Rules conflicts. Item 8 could be read without 

prejudice to item 39.  

19. Dismissal order in mediation appears to be so hash.  

20. The time to be extended by judges on the speed track of cases should also 

be Limited.  
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21.  The lenient application of these rules should also be limited.   

22. There should be filing fees for an acknowledgment as well.  

 

 

6.0 Vote of Thanks 

Hon. Justice Makaramba, take an opportunity to thanks the Chairman of the 

session Dr. Kapinga, the Task Team, Sub-task team, Judges and all other 

participants for their participation in making and improving the Rules. He also 

thanks participants for their comments, contribution and opinion.  He promised 

that, the Task team shall go back and work again on these rules so as to include 

and comply with comments of the participants who are stakeholders of the 

Commercial Division. He also promised that, the last version of the new draft 

rules are going to be posted in the Commercial Division website. He also thanks 

the Task Team and sub-task team for a good work.  

7.0 Conclusion  

The program started and closed well. Participants appreciated on the objectives of 

the rules and the way was drafted. However, there are few comments on some 

areas of these Rules which have been noted by the Task Team. It is now for the 

Task team to go back and work on those comments. Thereafter, the New Draft 

Commercial Division Rules shall be placed before Hon. Chief Justice for further 

steps. The program was closed by Hon. Kahyoza (RCC) on 13:00am.Thank you.  
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8.0 Appendixes   

 

8.1 The Tentative program  

TIME EVENT RESPONSIBILITY 

08.30 - 08.50  Registration All Participants 

08.50 – 09.00 Welcoming note Hon. J. Kahyoza, RCC 

09.00 - 09.20 Brief Objectives and purpose of drafting the Rules  Hon. Chairperson of the 

Committee  

09.20- 09.50 1
st 

Presentation “Key areas in the Draft Rules of 

Procedure” by Ms. Fatma Karume Adv. 

Representative of TLS 

Session Chair: Dr. 

Kapinga 

09:50 - 10.10 2
nd

 
 
 Presentation “Proposed Draft Fee Rules.” By 

RCC 

    As above 

10.10 - 10.45 TEA BREAK All Participants 

10:45 – 12:20  Discussion on 1st and 2nd Presentations   Session chair: 

12:10 -12:30 Vote of thanks/winding up Remarks Ji/c Commercial Division 

12:30 – 13:30 LUNCH All 

13.35 DEPARTURE All 

END OF PROGRAMME 
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8.2 List of Participants 

S/N  NAME  TITLE  OFFICE  MOBILE NO. E-MAIL  

1.  Hon. R.V. 

Makaramba  

Judge I/C Commercial 

Division  

0787574568  makarambarobert8@gmail.com  

2.  Hon. A. E. 

Bukuku  

Judge  Commercial 

Division  

 agneslegal@yahoo.com  

3.  Hon. F. Twaib  Judge  High Court  0788004488 fauz.twaib01@gmail.com  

4.  Hon. A. Ngwala Judge  Land 

Division  

0784333794 atuganile@hotmail.com  

5.  Hon. J.R. Kahyoza RCC Commercial 

Division 

0713499056 kahyozaj@comcourt.go.tz  

6.  Hon. K. Revocati  DRCC Commercial 

Division  

0754633961  tengia2000@yahoo.com  

7.  Hon. E.G. 

Rujwahuka  

DRCC Commercial 

Division  

0757615199 eugeniarujwahuka@yahoo.com  

8.  Hon. A. Teye  DRCC Commercial 

Division  

0784338643 angela.teye@yahoo.co.uk/ 

ateye@comcourt.go.tz  

9.  Hon. G.A.M. 

Ndika  

RM  LST  0784607968 gndika@yahoo.com  

10.  Mr. M. Ndelwa J. A  Commercial 

Division  

0719369094  mndelwa@comcourt.go.tz  

11.  Mr. A.Njunwa J.A  Commercial 

Division  

0755373983  anjunwa@comcourt.go.tz  

12.  Dr. Wilbert 

Kapinga 

Advocate Mkono & 

Co. 

Advocates 

0754783411 Wilbert.kapinga@mkono.com  

13.  Mr. G. Kiwory  Advocate  UDSM  0765899242 gudimkahe@yahoo.com  

14.  Ms. A. Badi  RMA Commercial 

Division  

0715180844 badiasha@yahoo.com  

mailto:makarambarobert8@gmail.com
mailto:agneslegal@yahoo.com
mailto:fauz.twaib01@gmail.com
mailto:atuganile@hotmail.com
mailto:kahyozaj@comcourt.go.tz
mailto:tengia2000@yahoo.com
mailto:eugeniarujwahuka@yahoo.com
mailto:angela.teye@yahoo.co.uk/
mailto:ateye@comcourt.go.tz
mailto:gndika@yahoo.com
mailto:mndelwa@comcourt.go.tz
mailto:anjunwa@comcourt.go.tz
mailto:Wilbert.kapinga@mkono.com
mailto:gudimkahe@yahoo.com
mailto:badiasha@yahoo.com
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15.  Ms. Changela, J P/S  Commercial 

Division  

0753328480 changelajumanne@yahoo.com  

16.  Ms.B. Mollel  Advocate  LST 0717053549 D_belinda@yahoo.com  

17.  P.J. Seni  Advocate  Kamanija&C

o.  

0713437784 seniopi@yahoo.com  

18.  Mr. Swalehe, H. Driver Commercial 

Division  

  

19.  H. Lubengo  Registrar  LST  0787286099 hlubengo@hotmail.com  

20.  E. Tutuba  Economist  MOF 0784620242 emmamtutuba@yahoo.co.uk  

21.  J. Mtikila  CSA Commercial 

Division  

0713067727  jmtikila@comcourt.go.tz  

22.  Mr. F. Kugesha Advocate  Dart Agency 0784605569 kugesha@yahoo.com  

23.  Nesta Kawamala Advocate  Azania Bank 0754587672 nestakawamala@yahoo.com  

24.  Rose Mndolwa Advocate  Exim Bank 0655240424 rosemndolwa@eximbank.tz.com  

25.  Mr. E. Simon  CSA Commercial 

Division 

0713207057 edzsimon@yahoo.com  

26.  Mr. Rashid, H SO Commercial 

Division  

0713777129 bnarashid@yahoo.com  

27.  Mr. D. Welwel  Advocate  Asyla 

Attorneys 

0786855331 welwel@asylattorneys.com  

28.  M. Lutema Advocate Asyla 

Attorneys 

0754398551 lutema@asylattorneys.com  

29.  F. Addrissu Advocate ILM 

Advocates 

0754280055 ilmadvocates@yahoo.com  

30.  Mr. E. Mweyunge State 

Attorney 

AGC 0784735725 

0713735725 

mweyunge@yahoo.com  

31.  Mr. Frank 

Mnkinda 

HRM NAMPAK(T) 

LTD  

0716527907

4 

frank@nampak.co.tz  

mailto:changelajumanne@yahoo.com
mailto:D_belinda@yahoo.com
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32.  Mr. Juma 

Athumani 

Driver Commercial 

Division 

0713752121  

33.  Ms. J. Buretta Accountant Commercial 

Division 

0754307648 buretta@yahoo.com  

34.  Tunguu 

Kawamba 

Driver  Commercial 

Division  

  

35.  B.K. Njau P/S Commercial 

Division 

0754694590 Beatricenjau2003@yahoo.com  

36.  J.T. Duma P/S Commercial 

Division 

0754466240 Jduma2007@hotmail.com   

37.  A.Bulyota HRO Commercial 

Division 

0787361035 Agnes.augustiono@gmail.com  

38.  Kanyochole S.H  SRA Commercial 

Division 

0754390243 Kanyocholesnabu@yahoo.com  

39.  Cosmas. M RCO Commercial 

Division 

0754312248 Martha.cosmas@yahoo.com  

40.  Novath, R. Advocate Disiability 

Federation 

0713753688 Novatrk@yahoo.com  

41.  Hussein K. Mlinga Advocate UDSOL 0652919710 Hussein@eliteatorneys.co.tz  

42.  Lipha s. 

Tamambele 

Driver Commercial 

Division 

0717338181  

43.  Harrieth G. 

Njessa 

Librarian Commercial 

Division  

0719111200 njessaharrieth@yahoo.com  

44.  Asnath Barnabas  Advocate AATZ 0754586420 asnath@yahoo.com  

45.  Martha Wililo I/Auditor  Commercial 

Division  

0713473904 wililoana@yahoo.com  

46.  Juma Kingu SOA Commercial 

Division  

0783270116  

47.  Willson Dede Security Commercial 0712779507   

mailto:buretta@yahoo.com
mailto:Beatricenjau2003@yahoo.com
mailto:Jduma2007@hotmail.com
mailto:Agnes.augustiono@gmail.com
mailto:Kanyocholesnabu@yahoo.com
mailto:Martha.cosmas@yahoo.com
mailto:Novatrk@yahoo.com
mailto:Hussein@eliteatorneys.co.tz
mailto:njessaharrieth@yahoo.com
mailto:asnath@yahoo.com
mailto:wililoana@yahoo.com
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Division  

48.  Oliver Mbuya Chief 

Accountant 

Commercial 

Division  

0656818330 mbuyaoliver@yahoo.com  

49.  M.H.Mahundi Manager Tanzania 

Insurers  

0713623900 ati@ctusatcom.net  

50.  Esther Seni P/S Commercial 

Division 

0714306615 papii@yahoo.com  

51.  Paul Kihwelo Advocate  EICO Law 0754261995 paulkin@yahoo.com  

52.  Godfrey Sikira Advocate BOT 0754564194 gsikira@yahoo.co.uk  

53.  Salma Maghimbi   Lawyer Fair 

Competition 

Commission  

0713873193 Maghimbi3@yahoo.com  

54.  Richard Nsimba Advocate  TANAPA 

Arusha 

0754290559  advrnsimba@hotmail.com  

55.  Charles Lugola Advocate  Planet Law 

Firm  

0754366353 Lugola.charles@gmail.com  

56.  Addo 

Mwasongwe 

Advocate Law 

Associate 

Advocates 

0754396367 addonovember@gmail.com  

57.  Daniel Robi Auditor  Commercial 

Division 

0713415929 dnlrobi@yahoo.com  

58.  Gabriel Mteya Accountant  Commercial 

Division  

0717118992 mtyagabriel@yahoo.com  

59.  Juster Minja  P/S Commercial 

Division  

0654345720 minjajuster@yahoo.com  

60.  Tawan Salum  Librarian  Commercial 

Division  

0714105794 Salimtawan2000@yahoo.com  

61.  Simon Lyova CO Commercial 

Division  

075516260 slyova@comcourt.go.tz  

mailto:mbuyaoliver@yahoo.com
mailto:ati@ctusatcom.net
mailto:papii@yahoo.com
mailto:paulkin@yahoo.com
mailto:gsikira@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:Maghimbi3@yahoo.com
mailto:advrnsimba@hotmail.com
mailto:Lugola.charles@gmail.com
mailto:addonovember@gmail.com
mailto:dnlrobi@yahoo.com
mailto:mtyagabriel@yahoo.com
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62.  Justine Kilenza Librarian  Commercial 

Division  

0655017267 jkilenza@comcourt.go.tz  

63.  Regnald Mtey R/A Commercial 

Division  

0754938422 senzomtey@yahoo.com  

64.  Masha Saidi   T/O Commercial 

Division  

0784727014  

65.  J. Grison  RO Commercial 

Division  

065589103 joycegrison@yahoo.com  

66.  Maurice Richard  R/O  Commercial 

Division  

0784506168 richardmaurice39@yahoo.com  

67.  F. Kanuti O/H Commercial 

Division  

0719158550  hkanuti@yaho.com  

68.  A.V. Parmar  Mp hg Commercial 

division  

0719158550 logistics@cciltz.com  

69.  Evaristo Longopa Advocate 35093 DSM 0714008386 julongopa@yahoo.com  

70.  Christopher 

Wassari 

Trade Officer MIT 0754267106 esnassari@yahoo.co.uk  

71.  Renetus 

Theobald 

I/Officer  MIT 0713491165 Renatust2002@yahoo.co.uk  

72.  Ezekiel 

Mwakang’ata 

Advocate Standard 

Chartered 

Bank 

0757898901 Ezekieldanielmwakanga’ta@sc.c

om   

73.  Cleophace Morris  Advocate UDSM (FOL) 0767429315 Morryc2000@yahoo.co.uk  

74.  Athuman Hassani SOA Commercial 

Division  

0754289306  athumanichama@yahoo.com  

75.  A.Kalewa Accountant Commercial 

Division  

0717597234  

76.  Kikoti, P Advocate FCC 0784899924 kpuful@yahoo.com  

77.  Y. gaudence Accountant Commercial 0713551101 Eustard2006@yahoo.com  

mailto:jkilenza@comcourt.go.tz
mailto:senzomtey@yahoo.com
mailto:joycegrison@yahoo.com
mailto:richardmaurice39@yahoo.com
mailto:hkanuti@yaho.com
mailto:logistics@cciltz.com
mailto:julongopa@yahoo.com
mailto:esnassari@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:Renatust2002@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:Morryc2000@yahoo.co.uk
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Division  

78.  J.A. Nyenza HDE FCC 0754899924  jnyenza@gmail.com  

79.  F.A. Karume  Advocate  IMMMA 0784783300 fatma@karumelaw.com  

80.  Hussein kamute Economist  CTI 0784660918 kamute@cti.co.tz  

81.  Hassan Ligoneko Driver  Commercial 

Division  

0719441254  hligoneko@comcourt.go.tz  

82.  Marie mang’enya  Advocate DTBT 0784267695 marie@delimondttiust.co.tz  

83.  Raymond 

Bararuga 

Advoacte  CHC 0756888073 rblawyer@yahoo.com  

84.  J. Kalolo Bundala Advocate  DUCE 075437869 Bundala02@yahoo.com  

85.  F.P. Swai  Advocate  DUCE 0784361119  swaifortunatus@hotmail.com  

86.  Nickson Ludovak Advocate  ESCO LAW 

Chambers 

0713069946 Nickson_81@yahoo.com  

87.  Michael Mgaya Journalist  The Express 0714507449 kessatze@yahoo.com  

88.  Joseph Paul  Journalist  Raia 

Mwema 

0755411800 josash@yahoo.com  

89.  Wence Lugiku  Journalist  UMMA TZ 0713326069 SF-ngerene7@hotmail.com  

90.  Jeni Mushi Journalist  Zanzibar Leo 0717593217 Janemushi@yahoo.com  

91.  Fatma Rashidy  Journalist  Info Radio 

Zanzibar  

0654399232 Fatukilima@yahoo.com  

92.  Ivona  kamuntu Presenter  Star TV 0712480806  vyonnebeb@yahoo.com  

93.  Haika Msuya  Camera 

Person  

Star TV 0714873191 andersonhaika@yahoo.com  

94.  Rosemary 

Chedima 

Reporter  RFA 0657366386 rosechedima@yahoo.com  

95.  Jennifer William  Reporter  Kiss FM 0654708105  williamjeniffer@gmail.com  

96.  Stumai George  Reporter  SAHARA 0774036009 vistoan@yahoo.co.uk  

mailto:jnyenza@gmail.com
mailto:fatma@karumelaw.com
mailto:kamute@cti.co.tz
mailto:hligoneko@comcourt.go.tz
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97.  Godfrey, M.  Reporter  ITV 0713662428 godmenyu@yahoo.com  

98.  Everist Otaru  Cameraman  ITV 0713249802 otary@yahoo.com  

99.  Menelina Frank  Reporter  Zanzibar 

media 

0715613479 nkomola@yahoo.com  

100.  Amina athuman  reporter B.Week  0716636696 aminaa@yahoo.com  

101.  Hassan Swarehe Reporter Majira 0719995161 Hsere@yahoo.com  

102.  John kitobi  Reporter  M/ah TZ 0712212107 Johcon@hotmail.com  

 

 

8.3 List of the Task Team  

S/N NAME  TITLE OFFICE  POSITION 

1.  Hon. R.V. Makaramba  Judge In-charge  Commercial Division Supervisor  

2.  Hon. A. Bukuku Judge  Commercial Division Chairperson 

3.  Hon. J. Kahyoza  RCC  Commercial Division Member  

4.  Hon. K. Revocati  DRCC Commercial Division  Member  

5.  Ms. F. Karume  Advocate  TLS Member  

6.  Mr. Dimosso Advocate  Bank Association  Member  

7.  Ms. K. Simba  Businesswoman CCUC  Member  

 

 

8.4 List of Sub-Task Team  

S/N  NAME  TITLE  OFFICE  POSITION  

1.  Hon. J. Kahyoza  RCC Commercial Division  Chairman  

2.  Hon. K. Revocati  DRCC  Commercial Division  Member  

3.  Mr. M. Ndelwa  Judge’s Assistant  Commercial Division  Member  

mailto:godmenyu@yahoo.com
mailto:otary@yahoo.com
mailto:nkomola@yahoo.com
mailto:aminaa@yahoo.com
mailto:Hsere@yahoo.com
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4.  Mr. A. Njunwa  Judge’s Assistant  Commercial Division  Member  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

8.5 The High Court of Tanzania Commercial Division (Procedure & Fees) 

Rules  
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